March 2023 Youth Book List
Books that have become movies in honor of the Oscars.

**For Younger Readers:** Pre-school through about 2nd grade
GRUFFALO by Julia Donaldson
   DB 101288
PETER RABBIT by Beatrix Potter
   DB 13917
WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE by Maurice Sendak
   DB 22906, BR 16352 (print-Braille), LB 03159

**For Middle-Grade Readers:** About 3rd – 7th grades
CORALINE by Neil Gaiman
   DB 54845, BR 14469
FANTASTIC MR. FOX by Roald Dahl
   DB 25380, BR 18839
A WRINKLE IN TIME by Madeline L’Engle
   DB 48972, BR 09403, LB 03203

**For Teen and YA Readers:** Generally high school and older
HOWL’S MOVING CASTLE by Diana Wynne Jones
   DB 25892
THE HUNGER GAMES (book 1 of 3) by Suzanne Collins
   DB 68384, BR 18488, LB 06861
MISS PEREGRINE’S HOME FOR PECULIAR CHILDREN by Ransom Riggs
   DB 75853, BT 03975, LB 08916